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M

y mission is to educate and inspire
others in the art and craft of
photography. So I make my books
practical, informative, fun to
read—and packed with plenty of delicious
eye candy. This ebook introduces you to several important
concepts that are covered in greater depth in my many
articles, books, and video tutorials. To learn more, visit
www.shuttermonkeys.com.
Please enjoy this free book. You'll be taking better photos
in no time!
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Sorry, but my ever-expanding team of overpaid lawyers make
me say this stuff. This free ebook is for personal use only.
Please be aware that “all rights are reserved,” which means that
if you try to use any portion of this for commercial purposes,
you’ll get eaten by a hungry lion. This book, and all of the
photographs and written text contained therein, are protected
by U.S. and international copyright laws. No part of this book
may be reproduced without my prior written permission. So,
don’t even think about it!
Masai Mara National Reserve, Kenya. Canon 1DXII, Tamron
150-600mm lens, ISO 6400, f/11, 1/500 second.
Cover photo: Shutterstock/Virrage Images

TAKE THE PHOTOS YOU’VE ALWAYS

DREAMED
OF MAKING
I

love photography—I bet you do as well—but for a
long time my photographs just didn’t seem to match
the depth of my passion. I struggled, desperately
searching for a way to reach my full potential as an artist.

And then I came to a profound realization: great
photography doesn’t come from gear or Photoshop.
Rather, it comes from showing people something they
haven’t seen before. It was with this insight that my career
really took off. Now, I’m routinely taking the photos I’ve
always dreamed of making. And you can too!
What follows are creative lessons and techniques that I
consider to be essential to my success. These techniques
really amount to one thing: teaching you how to see the
world with fresh eyes. If you can do that, you’ll grab the
attention of viewers, and never let go!
Del Norte Coast Redwoods State Park, USA. Canon 5DIII,
Canon 16-35mm lens, ISO 100, f/11, 1/25 second.

LEAD THE

L

EYE

eading elements, which can include lines, curves, or
even a progression of objects from foreground to
background, add depth and direct the viewer’s eye
deeper into the composition. Leading elements
encourage the viewer to explore the photo, creating a
high level of visual engagement. For the image to the
right, I used a strong leading line—a swirling pattern in
the claystone—to direct the viewer’s eye from near to far
in the scene. The curve of the white clay complements the
shape of the rainbow, tying these parts of the
composition together and unifying the visual design.
Badlands National Park, USA. Canon R, Canon 11-24mm
lens, ISO 100, f/13, 0.4 seconds.

GET

CREATIVE WITH

EXPOSURE

D

on’t always go for an exposure that shows your subject the
way your eyes see it—and don’t always seek to shoot in
“safe” light. Although some photographers live by the
maxim “shoot with the sun at your back,” I’m often looking to do
the exact opposite. Backlighting creates striking and graphic images
that attract attention. For this image of a polar bear brightly lit from
behind by the setting sun, I intentionally underexposed the photo
to reveal only the rimlit outline of the animal. The dark exposure
adds a dash of creative mystery to the photo, making the final
presentation more artistic. Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, USA.
Canon 7DII, Canon 200-400mm lens, ISO 320, f/6.3, 1/1000 second.

BE BOLD WITH

SHAPES

O

ur world has an infinite variety of cool and interesting shapes. Use them creatively to make stunning photos!
Look for swirls, circles, triangles, curves, and other simple, powerful shapes to create boldly graphic and
visually engaging images. This drifting iceberg lit by sunset light created a striking shape which I made the
basis of my composition. Disko Bay, Greenland. DJI Mavic 2 Pro drone, ISO 100, f/5/6, 1/25 second.

CREATE MOOD WITH

ATMOSPHERE

U

se fog and mist to add mystery to your photos.
Here, mist diffuses the harsh light of midday, and
reveals a lost world briefly emerging from the
clouds. Canaima National Park, Venezuela. Canon 70D,
Tamron 16-300mm lens, ISO 100, f/10, 1/100 second.

FOCUS

ON THE

T

EYES

here’s a popular expression: “the eyes are the window
to the soul.” For people and wildlife images, the eyes
are often the most important part of the picture—the
eyes tell the story. Above all, make sure the eyes are in
focus: to do so, I’ll typically switch my autofocus to a single
point, and then make sure that point is on one of the eyes.
Also, pay close attention to what the eyes are doing and the
direction they are pointing. For this image, eye contact
gives the viewer a sense of being there, right in front of this
wild male orangutan. Eye contact also helps forge an
emotional connection between the subject and viewer.
Sumatra, Indonesia. Canon 5DIII, Canon 200-400mm lens,
ISO 6400, f/4, 1/500 second.

GET

CREATIVE WITH

CLOUDS
P

ay close attention to what is going on in the sky,
and make sure it relates to what is happening in
your foreground. I love photographing stormy
weather; when dramatic clouds build in the sky, I’m on the
lookout for creative images. Clouds have shapes and
colors, and they should be used to complement other
shapes and colors in your composition. When storm
clouds built up over the mountains, I reached for my
ultra-wide lens to capture the amazing sky. I waited for an
incoming wave to create a dynamic foreground shape that
would mirror the shape of the cloud. Although I got quite
wet making this image, the result was worth the effort!
Torres del Paine National Park, Chile. Canon 5DIII, Canon
11-24mm lens, ISO 100, f/11, 0.4 seconds.

MAKE A

STATEMENT WITH

R

REFLECTIONS

eflections are a great way to add some extra style to your photos. Still water usually works best,
although rippled or moving water can be used to create impressionistic reflections. Consider
photographing only the reflection itself to add a hint of mystery. For this image of elephants
crossing in front of a water hole at sunset, I chose a dark exposure, obscuring the elephants, focusing
the viewer’s attention on the sunset sky and the elephants' reflections. Etosha National Park, Namibia.
Canon 70D, Tamron 70-200mm lens, ISO 100, f/3.5, 1/320 second.

LIGHT UP THE

WORLD

U

sing artificial light can open up many exciting
creative opportunities. Flash is a good start, and
has many uses, including adding an attractive
“catch light” to a subject’s eyes or fill light for a subject in
shadow. But don’t stop there: you can get creative with
other artificial light sources as well, including flashlights,
campfires, or even car headlights. For example, here I
used a spotlight to illuminate a lion at twilight. By
underexposing the image three stops, only the spot lit
lion and a hint of the darkening twilight sky above are
revealed. Masai Mara, Kenya. Canon 1DXII, Canon 2470mm lens, ISO 320, f/3.2, 1/50 second.

BALANCE YOUR

EXPOSURE
S

ometimes, the range of light and dark in a given scene
will exceed the dynamic range of your camera sensor. A
graduated neutral density filter can come in handy when
shooting sunrise or sunset, helping to balance bright skies with
dark foregrounds. Many photographers bracket exposures
instead, and later blend them on the computer for enhanced
dynamic range. Los Glaciares National Park, Argentina. Canon
5DIII, Canon 24-70mm lens, 2-stop graduated neutral density
filter, ISO 100, f/9, 0.8 seconds.

SHOOT

THROUGH

D

on’t always try to get a clean shot. Use “screens” (obstructions
between your lens and your subject) to add color and mystery. I
photographed this mountain gorilla through a screen of leaves. By
shooting wide open with a telephoto lens, the leaves were rendered as outof-focus blurs of color. Volcanoes National Park, Rwanda. Canon 70D,
Tamron 70-200mm lens, ISO 200, f/2.8, 1/500 second.

SHOOT

TWILIGHT
T

he colors of twilight can be otherworldly. Twilight
photography means shooting on the edge of light;
moving elements (such as clouds and water) blur
during long exposures and a colorful, soft light bathes the
landscape. Jökulsárlón, Iceland. Canon 5DIII, Canon 1635mm lens, ISO 400, f/8, 82 seconds.

KEEP IT

L

SIMPLE

eave out extraneous elements that confuse your
composition. Boil each subject down to its essence. If
something doesn’t add to an image, exclude it. For this
photo, I zoomed in on the most important elements—the hippo
surrounded by colorful reflections. Kafue National Park, Zambia.
Canon 5DIII, Canon 200-400mm lens, ISO 800, f/5.6, 1/200 second.

TELL A

STORY
T

he best photographs tell a story about their
subjects. Wait for moments when a story emerges:
composition, color, and light can all be used to
enhance the story. I got up early before dawn and hiked
up a steep mountain in the pitch black, arriving at this
ancient, rock-hewn church in time to photograph the
priests reading by candlelight in the dark. The moment
told an interesting story, one which was erased by the
light of the day. Tigray, Ethiopia. Canon 5DIV, Sigma 24mm
lens, ISO 2000, f/1.6, 1/60 second.

MASTER THE

MOMENT

E

ach moment is different—and each is fleeting and ephemeral. Henri Cartier-Bresson, one of the most famous practitioners
of the art of photography, coined the phrase “the decisive moment,” referring to the peak moment when visual elements
interact in a meaningful way. Cartier-Bresson relied on capturing convergences of motion, shape, and expression to create
his art; ideally, the moment would also tell a story about the subject. So, it pays to wait for the moment when your subject does
something interesting. For this photo of elephant seals battling for dominance, I waited for the moment when both seals reared
fully up, their jaws agape. Sea Lion Island, Falkland Islands. Canon 1DXII, Canon 11-24mm lens, fill flash, ISO 400, f/5.6, 1/160

INCLUDE THE

SUN

C

reate an eye-catching “star burst” effect by
shooting into the sun using a wide-angle lens and
a small aperture. The smaller the aperture, the
better the effect, although you may want to avoid extreme
apertures such as f/22 because of diffraction, which
reduces overall image sharpness. Partially block the sun
with something (such as a tree trunk or a distant
mountain) for best results. Olympic National Park, USA.
Canon 5DSR, Canon 16-35mm lens, polarizer filter, ISO
400, f/14, 1/160 second.

SHOOT THE

EDGE
OF LIGHT
P

hotography is an exercise in finding the razor’s edge.
Photographic power is found at the verge, such as at the
boundary between light and shadow, or when the sun peeks
out over the shoulder of a distant mountain. Drama is found at the
brink of a storm, where rain, wind, and clouds collide with all the
intensity and fury that nature can muster. Color is found at the break
of dawn, or in the last faint glimmers of twilight quietly defying the
black of night. So, above all, learn to find the borderlines of
light—and immerse yourself in the spaces in between. Gobi Desert,
Mongolia. DJI Mavic 2 Pro drone, ISO 100, f/8, 1/4000 second.

GET LOW

GET CLOSE

GET IN YOUR FACE!

D

on’t just always shoot from eye level. Sometimes,
getting higher or lower can change your point of
view—for the better. If you really want to wow
viewers, get low and close to interesting foreground
elements. For the shot to the right, I got close—really
close—to the foreground sand ripples with a wide-angle
lens. I wanted to exaggerate their size and importance,
making them more prominent in the composition. NamibNaukluft National Park, Namibia. Canon 5DIII, Canon 1124mm lens, ISO 100, f/11, 1/40 second, focus stack blend
for enhanced depth of field.
You can learn more about achieving the “deep focus”
effect in my Ultimate Landscape Photography Course,
available online at shuttermonkeys.com.

PROVIDE

CONTEXT

R

esist the temptation to always zoom in
tight on your subject. Instead, take a
wider view to provide context and to
make the visual design more interesting. For
this photo of a gelada monkey, I went wide and
showed the surrounding scenery and dramatic
twilight skies to better tell the animal’s story.
Simien Mountains National Park, Ethiopia.
Canon 5DIV, Tamron 24-70mm lens, flash, ISO
200, f/2.8, 1/100 second.

LEARN TO LOVE

BAD
WEATHER

T

oo often, photographers pack it up when the nasty stuff heads their
way. Tough it out! Although bad weather can ruin a photo shoot, it
can also bring photo magic. For this photo, it rained all day, but the
weather began to break at sunset, creating epic photography conditions.
Custer State Park, USA. Mavic 2 Pro drone, ISO 100, f/5.6, 1/40 second.

GET OFF

THE BEATEN

PATH

Y

ou don’t need to trek deep into the wild to make great images (although
there is certainly nothing wrong with doing so)—you just need the courage
to try something different. Don’t merely follow in the tripod holes of the
photographers who have come before you. Strive to develop a style that is your
very own, and never be afraid to try new places and subjects. Dare to dream big,
and big things will come to you! Yasur Volcano, Vanuatu. Canon 5DIV, Canon 1635mm lens, ISO 800, f/5.6, 8 seconds.

ABOUT THE

AUTHOR
W

hether hanging over the rim of an active volcano, braving the elements to photograph
critically-endangered species, or trekking deep
into the wilderness to places most people will never see,
world-renowned professional photographer Ian Plant
travels the globe seeking out amazing places and subjects
in his never-ending quest to capture the beauty of our
world with his camera. Ian seeks out the hidden spaces in
between the familiar, relying on long exposures, unique
lighting conditions, non-traditional perspectives, and
special natural events to show his subjects in a new
light. Known for his inspiring images and single-minded
dedication to creating the perfect photo, Ian has reached
hundreds of thousands of people around the world in his
mission to inspire and educate others in the art of photography. Ian is a frequent contributor to many leading
photo magazines, the author of numerous books and
instructional videos, and founder of Shuttermonkeys, a
site dedicated to photography education and inspiration.
See more of his work at www.ianplant.com

